WOMEN+ @ KIPAC PRESENTS
KIPAC ALUMNI CAREER PANEL

JOIN US IN CONVERSATION WITH FIVE FORMER KIPAC MEMBERS TO LEARN ABOUT THEIR CAREER PATHS, EXPERIENCES, AND ADVICE!

📅 FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2
🕒 9:30 AM - 10:40 AM PT
📍 RSVP FOR ZOOM LINK: TINYURL.COM/KIPAC-PANEL

DR SUSMITA ADHIKARI
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AT INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

DR ALEXANDRA AMON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

DR JESSIE MUIR
POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW AT PERIMETER INSTITUTE FOR THEORETICAL PHYSICS

DR ANNA OGORZAŁEK
VISITING ASSISTANT RESEARCH SCIENTIST AT UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND AND NASA GODDARD

DR IRINA ZHURAVLEVA
CLARE BOOTHE LUCE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AT UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO